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Letter from the editors
Dear readers,
Welcome to the second issue of The Documentarian Magazine, titled
“Sub-environments.” The documents of this issue reflect a deeper look
into specific ways that environmental degradation, environmental
injustice, and environmental disregard are continued in our society.
The word “environment” encompasses a multitude of thoughts,
feelings, and ideas. We wanted to invite writers and artists to explore the
myriad of complexities surrounding this word. For instance, the idea
that an “environment” is not just a national park or a protected forest.
Think about the house in which you grew up, the city you currently live
in, the air you breathe, the water you drink: these are also
environments. Through this lens, living in neighborhoods with police
violence is an environmental issue, and climate change can’t be
reversed without examining the countless ways that structural racism
are imbedded in this global crisis.
This issue of the magazine could not possibly address all of the
environmental issues that happen in our every day lives, or that have
occurred in the past months. We have therefore decided on the name
“Sub-environments”, an alternative outlook on environmental issues,
and a more personal narrative on the crises at hand. We begin with
Raini’s piece, addressing how to talk about climate change, paired with
pieces of Emilie’s project called “ClimateExplained.” Both are
introductions to the language of environmental change and how we can
communicate more efficiently with individuals who might not have the
same views as us. Madeleine analyzes Israel and Palestinian waste
issues, which slightly parallels Franklin’s photography, a
multidimensional and textural document of the New Jersey
Meadowlands and the harmful waste that surrounds the area. Morgan
offers an animal’s perspective on its own environment and Freddy
sheds light on his own body in a poem, while Mána reframes notes from
her time working at a hotel in Iceland. This issue also introduces sound
for the first time, with Frank’s recordings of an endangered forest and
Telo’s recordings of a schoolhouse organ paired with field recordings.
We are grateful to our contributors for their unique perspectives
and experiences which have formed this second issue of The
Documentarian. We are excited for the future of this magazine and we
encourage you to get in touch if you want to contribute. The next few
months may be difficult and turbulent. Vote, double-check facts that you
hear, be kind, diligent, and never compromise for democracy.

Note from the Photographer
The Meadowlands is a region of ambiguity, and uncertainty. Being there means dealing
with the confusion induced by a chaotically disordered landscape mixed with an
experience of intense silence. It means traveling out there to look inward, to long for
life, to address what it means to be discarded, forgotten, and to fully experience these
intense feelings, channeling them through the project. It feels almost like an antidocument as the work relates to the physical landscape, but it serves to document an
emotional one. This is an extension of my Bard 2019 senior project; all of the images
were made post graduation. - Franklin Savulich

Franklin Savulich is a
resident of Northern New
Jersey and a graduate of the
Bard College Photo Program
in 2019.

See you in the Winter.
– Mána and Telo
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WHO TO TALK TO AND HOW TO TALK
TO THEM by Raini Helmstadter

C

Climate change presents an existential threat
to the human species, and probably the vast
majority of all species. The threat has been at
least loosely understood since the late 1950s and
has only grown more definite as the field of
climate science has grown. Similarly, efforts to
combat climate change first emerged in the 1970s,
and have only grown stronger in following
decades. However, neither of these trends have
successfully ameliorated the threat of climate
change. As public understanding and concern has
grown, so has a disturbing, powerful, and
organized effort to
reject climate science
and climate activists.
Rooted in the efforts of
oil companies to
preserve their industry
and enormous profits,
climate denialism has
taken hold in myriad
pockets of American
society. Climate
denialism is the
standard policy for one
of the two political
parties in the US, the
oil industry has only
increased their
frenzied production,
and many Americans
believe there is no
scientific consensus on
the threat of climate
change; and even more
do not consider climate
change a leading issue,
or something that
requires massive
societal change.
At this moment in
the fight against
climate change and
climate denial, we must ask what actions or
strategies can be employed to create meaningful
change. Many people have many different
answers to my question; exploration of the
characteristics of effective action will allow people
to focus or redirect their actions. To answer my
main question, four sub-questions are important
to consider. (1) What are the fields of climate
science doing to address climate change and
climate denial? Climate science has grown
considerably since climate change was discovered,
and the governing bodies of the field interact with
the highest offices of government. The methods
that the climate science community uses directly
influences public belief in climate change, and
thus what political action is taken. (2) What new
or different communication tactics are necessary
to improve public belief in climate change? There
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are important considerations for climate
scientists or activists to consider when crafting
their message. (3) What is the power structure of
the climate debate in the United States, and who
can be targeted to join the fight against climate
change? It is clear that power dynamics play a
part in the climate debate, and different groups
play important roles. If the climate debate is to
change, however, finding the groups that can be
convinced to aid in the fight is critical. (4) Given
the answers to the past three questions, what must
be done to shift the fight against climate change?
This work represents a blend of multiple
disciplines. Some might push against this
approach, arguing that science cannot be steered
politically. Two points defend my activist
approach. First, climate science is distinct from
other types of science, because it is loaded with a
moral imperative. If scientists know what
devastation is likely to happen, they are given a
duty to try to stop that devastation. As we have all
learned recently, desperate, world-threatening

THE CURRENT STATUS OF CLIMATE SCIENCE

At the current moment, there is a large and
rapidly-growing body of climate research that is
ever-more detailed in how exceptionally
dangerous climate change is. Similarly, climate
activism is on the rise across the world, with Greta
Thunberg and Extinction Rebellion gaining
international recognition. However, are the efforts
of climate scientists and activists actually
changing public interest in acting on climate
change? Or, should they (particularly scientists)
even be involved in such a process? To answer
these questions, I would argue that, first, the
efforts of climate scientists and activists are
currently not meaningfully changing public
opinion on climate action, and, second, that
scientists must shed their allegedly apolitical role
and engage in the production and public
dissemination of research that actually moves the
needle on public opinion. To begin, I will explain
what climate scientists and activists are currently
doing.
The field of
climate science is
internationally
coordinated by the
Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC). The
IPCC has certainly
been instrumental in
growing the body of
climate research
tremendously.
Coordinating
researchers and
computational
resources around the
world, all while
fighting off
campaigns of doubt
is no small task, and
much credit is due to
the IPCC. However,
the IPCC has little
contact with the
outside world –
anyone besides
climate researchers
and journalists who
Schematic understanding of climate struggle
report on their
meetings – and
times demand different paradigms than we use in
publishes their findings in long, complex reports
times of relative stability. Second, following the
that are not easy to understand. Because of this,
work of Wilfrid Sellars, this work represents a
information from the IPCC only reaches the
reunification of science and philosophy. Sellars
public after being filtered by journalists; and if
points out an ‘atomization’ of science and
someone tends to read news from a source that
philosophy, and argues that the ‘temptation to
does not find climate change important,
leave it up to the specialists’ and view philosophy
information from the IPCC may not reach them at
as separate from science is a “snare and a
all. In the United States, climate information
delusion.” Science is not so removed or special as
dissemination may be slightly improved from the
we think, Sellars claims; it is a continuation of one
IPCC. Spread across the United States are Climate
type of discourse we have engaged in for our
Adaptation Science Centers (CASCs), which
whole history, and to view science as removed
produce various types of climate research and do
misses its presence in ordinary life. To view
work with at least some shareholders. This is
climate science as separate from our political
certainly an improvement from the IPCC, at least
lives is to miss a critical piece of the work. Solving
from an information dissemination perspective,
this issue is the work of philosophy and the
as the IPCC works only with very high level
approach I advocate for in this work.
stakeholders. However, it is not clear that the
CASCs truly reach all important stakeholders;

while they do share information with city
planners and stakeholders at that level,
information from CASCs don’t always reach what
may be the most important group of stakeholders
– regular citizens.
The use of the deficit model of behavior
change is another issue for the climate science
community. In essence, the deficit model assumes
that people make certain decisions based on the
facts they have at the time. In order to change
behavior, then, the deficit model suggests that
people just need to have better facts available.
However, this model is not accurate. As people
receive information, they modulate their
processing through their unique life experiences
and perceptions so that the information matches
their predispositions. This effect is known as
motivated reasoning. If people who are
predisposed to disbelieve climate science are
exposed to a random message about climate
change, they will subsequently actually reduce
their belief and/or concern about climate change.
Various factors can either reinforce or minimize
the strength of any given message: partisanship or
degree of identification with the message are two
important modulators. Unfortunately, not much
climate messaging has taken these realities into
account, which hampers the efficacy of efforts to
increase belief in climate change.
It is clear that opinions on climate change in
the general population are changing. However,
research from the IPCC on the global effects of
climate change is not really what is changing
people’s opinions. The IPCC has been producing
that sort of research, which has been at least

For meaningful action to happen on climate
change, the public will have to push for it and ask
for politicians to enact the change the public is
willing to make; the public will have to be the
driver of political action.
Getting the public to take the reins, however, is
not an easy task. While everyone should be
concerned about climate change, at the moment
not everyone actually is. This is where climate
science and activism have a crucial role to play. I
have shown that scientists producing research
with a large-scale focus for themselves and
government officials have not made a meaningful
difference in public concern about climate
change. However, this does not mean that
scientists do not have a role to play in growing
public concern. Instead, climate science must now
expand its research focus to generating targeted
research that will be more relevant and better
engage the public. Research of this type must be
guided in scope by careful consideration of how
people will understand the threat of climate
change and what specific markers of climate
change will meaningfully engage people with
concrete research. Instead of just focusing on
global-scale impacts, climate science should dive
deep down to scales that are truly meaningful and
relatable to the general public.
The research I am advocating for represents a
significant shift in habit for climate science in two
main ways. First, this type of research significantly
increases the work involved in scoping and
designing a research project. Instead of just
selecting a large aspect of the climate system to
research, a climate scientist who is interested in

climate change better than most, and they have
the tools to characterize and share the knowledge
of the climate threat to any given region. As such,
I would argue that climate scientists have an
ethical responsibility to do their part in alerting
the public to the imminent threat in whatever way
will reach people the most effectively. In short,
climate scientists are standing watch, and they
must alert their comrades.
In addition, the successful dissemination of
climate change projections has been stymied by a
collection of bad faith actors who have engaged in
a campaign of deception to further their own
interests. These bad faith actors – oil companies,
investment banks, government officials paid off
by industry are just a few examples – have used a
variety of tactics to question climate science and
deceive the public about the gravity of climate
change, or its very existence. For example, oil
companies hid their understanding of climate
change in the 1960s, funded scientific foundations
and researchers to produce opposition research
to climate science, and have managed to recruit
an entire political party in the United States to
ignore science and continually discredit and
disparage any sort of information or plea about
climate change; bad faith actors have even
stooped so far as to attack the character of a 16year old girl standing up to them. All of these
tactics have worked quite well; bad faith actors
have slowed the uptake of climate understanding
in the general public, and have won many people
to their side, growing the ranks of the campaign
against climate action. All of this has been done
despite the well-founded, well- understood

climate science is distinct from other types of science,
because it is loaded with a moral imperative
somewhat disseminated through major news
organizations, for at least 20 years. Public opinion
on climate action hasn’t meaningfully changed
during that period. In the past few years, there
have been marked shifts in public opinion, which
have generally followed major, catastrophic
weather events – for example, Hurricane Harvey
and the group of several major hurricanes that
have slammed the East Coast, or devastating
wildfires in California. The science of climate
attribution has helped these shifts, as climate
researchers can illuminate the magnifying power
of climate change in these events. Thus, it is not
the wealth of global climate modeling that have
meaningfully changed public opinion on climate
action, but instead climate impacts that have been
locally contextualized to people.
Though citizens are not typically involved in
the production of climate research, they are the
most important audience to reach. Sharing
technical knowledge and understanding of
climate models is certainly critical to the climate
science community, and without this knowledge
production, no one would have any idea what
climate change will do. Similarly, sharing
knowledge of impacts with stakeholders in various
levels of government is critical, because these
individuals have the power to enact changes in
infrastructure or other systems to better respond
to climate change. However, the public is the most
important group to communicate to; while
scientists know what will happen, and government
officials can respond to scientists’ knowledge, only
the public can force action to actually happen.
Only through political will can measures be
actualized, and only the public holds political will.

this type of targeted research must take into
consideration multiple threads that are essentially
outside of their realm of thinking. For example,
this scientist must consider who they’re trying to
reach with their research, how those people can
actually be reached, what features of the climate
system might be important to those people, and
how to present the research in a manageable
method. These requirements span a number of
fields – political science, social science, social
change theory, and science communication, to
name a few.
Second, targeting research with the hope of
some outcome is an inherently political project in
the context of climate science. This is a sticky
issue for my argument, as science is ‘supposed’ to
be apolitical, and solely fact-based. The
apoliticization of science is, in theory, a good
thing and is the way science should be performed;
without this ideal, it would be far too easy for
scientific work to be thoroughly corrupted by
biases, whether intentional or not. In most cases,
scientists should stick to the apolitical ideal. In the
case of climate research, however, I argue that
scientists should move to a higher calling and
undertake research with specific, targeted aims
for the impact of the research.
There are two main reasons I advocate for this
approach: ethical responsibility and combatting
bad faith actors. Climate change is an existential
threat to the human race (and the rest of the
species on Earth); humans have faced a threat of
such magnitude only a handful of times before,
and these types of threats require us to transcend
our normal bounds. Climate scientists, in
particular, can understand the global threat of

research on climate change; bad faith actors have
been successful because they have used every
tactic they could, and climate science has stood
by, clinging to their supposed apolitical bent and
large-scale, poorly disseminated research.
In reality, climate science is political; it has
been made so by bad faith actors hoping to
discredit it. As such, climate scientists should lean
into their image and take up research that may be
inherently political, but is desperately important
to undertake. The public must understand how
they will be affected by climate change; this is the
first step to them taking their reins of political
will. Of course, climate scientists will be attacked
as being biased and politically motivated; these
attacks can be debunked, however, if scientists
show that they speak truth. While the type of
research I advocate is certainly political – that
should not be hidden – it need not plagued by
bias. This will weigh heavy on climate scientists,
as it is critical that they defend their research
from their own bias, whether it comes from their
hopes for the impact of the research or the
narrative they see in their data. However, if
climate scientists can show that they have done
their due diligence and taken pains to prevent
biased results, they will stand on firm ground
when sharing their findings.

This article is an excerpt from Modeling Home:
Investigating Relevant Climate Projections for New
Mexico by Raini Helmstadter
Raini Helmstadter is based in Santa Fe, NM
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see more at climatecommunicators.com

Emilie Baliozian is the founder of Climate Communicators. As a young climate
communications professional, Emilie is looking to encourage positive and constructive
conversations around climate change. Emilie’s work stands at the intersection of climate
action, communication, and youth empowerment. She is currently based in Paris.
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The Destination

Last summer,
summer I spent three months working at a
hotel, tucked away in the North-West peninsula
of Iceland, the land where my Father was born. I
was told on the drive, by my aunt and
grandmother, that the hotel had once been a
boarding school. Upon my arrival, however, I
found out that I was one of the last people to
work there; it was set to close for good at the end
of August and I arrived in early July. So, the hotel
that once was a boarding school, would soon be
known as once having been a hotel. I tried not to
think too much of its end during my beginning. It
was the perfect opportunity to record as much as
I could, to capture its final days.
I worked at the front desk. I greeted families,
solo travelers, couples who mostly spent their
night at the hotel on their way to the West Fjords
or further North. The valley had nothing
spectacular about it, it was not a place see
waterfalls, glacier lagoons, or geysers. “Is there
anything to do around here?” guests would
sometimes ask me after their breakfast as they
stared, confused by maps displayed on the desk
separating us, expecting me to have all the
answers. “There is a small town 20 minutes
South, and another 40 minutes North,” I
explained forgivingly. “There is also a natural hot
spring just up this sidewalk!” I was also often
asked how high the mountains were, their names,
and many questions I felt embarrassed not
knowing the answers to.

text, photographs, and illustration by
Mána Taylor Hjörleifsdóttir

school, but when it became a hotel they
reconstructed and added a new entrance that
makes rooms far away from the reception, and a
long hallway became the only way to get to the
restaurant. There are photos of those who went to
the boarding school that are hung in this hallway.
Some doors still say “library,” “principal’s office,”
etc. Its zigzag shape makes it impossible to
explain to visitors where exactly their room or
the restaurant or the swimming pool is. I make
shapes with my hands, pointing behind my head
and outwards. Curving my arm to indicate the
turn you take behind the building. Too many
times a day I know the question is about to be
asked and I still haven’t found a straightforward
clear answer. “Down the stairs, to the right.” “All
the way behind us, then turn left.” “You’ll see it,” I
promise.
On my days off, I go on small hikes up the
mountain behind the hotel. I noticed that on the
other side of the valley, the mountain facing
ours, there is a little rectangle of forest and a
house tucked inside. I imagine it to be a neighbor
who wanted both to hide and be seen, to show off
his neatly trimmed trees, built an environment
for his home, an artificially structured shape to
surround himself with, to mark property. From
up the mountain, I see the structures of a little
red house and I wonder who this person is.
The sounds of the cars on the highway echo
immensely in a strange distorted woosh. I don’t
dare cross the highway to visit this house, even
though I probably think of it every day.
Many tourists come to ask about the natural
hot pool. I have to point and explain, sometimes
narrating the small folktale attached to it about
the woman Guðrún and her four lovers. People
come in just to say “Is there, like, a hot spring
around?” “Umm hot pool?” My boss only

sometimes reveals how disgusting the water is.
One Icelander whispered to me once that it’s so
dirty, she thinks that she could get pregnant just
by sitting in it.
Every so often, a solo motorcyclist comes in
to buy a beer, or pay for the campsite, or charge
their phone. I daydream about the possibility of
such an escape. The rush of the ride, the wind
blowing through my body, the growl of the engine
speeding through the curved road. My step-dad
used to have a small motorbike and would drive
me to my violin lessons when I was 10. I still
remember the feeling – the heat under my feet,
the wind in my eyes. There were two days of
extremely windy weather. 80 km/h winds, a Polish
motorcyclist told me, when he asked me what
route was better to take and to check the weather
on the computer. He was waiting for the wind to
calm, asked me to boil hot water for his tea, and
waited another night before motorcycling away
into the long F roads through the center of the
island. I walked outside after my shift and the
wind was like a fast car blowing right through
me.
Days passed. I pushed flies out of windows,
folded napkins, made beds, served beers. I often
wrote down thoughts on traveling as I was
checking strangers in and out of their rooms,
gifting keys and pointing the way. On my hikes, I
would often see sheep’s wool caught on flowers
and grass, and this reminded me of the lingering
smells of perfumes in rooms I cleaned. I thought
of these visitors and wondered what they were
searching for. I wondered what they would leave
behind in their hotel room, and what they would
discover in the mountains.
Near the end of the hotel days, I was cleaning
a room and found a crumpled note underneath a
bed. It was in Italian. I put it in my pocket and

the “eager little ants”
who want the most picture-perfect
glacier, waterfall, or mountain
to document and take with them back home
I started taking notes in a small notebook of
visuals and people, to capture the fleeting days. I
thought of myself as an archivist of Summer 2019
at Hótel Edda, Laugar í Sælingsdal. I then
remembered Sophie Calle, who began her artistic
career photographing strangers’ belongings,
when she was working as a maid in a hotel in
Venice. My 12 hour shifts consisted of making
and unmaking beds, then working at the
reception desk and the bar until the doors closed.
I wrote down my daily tasks and observations as
a list, imagining them as photographs.
The “dal” in Sælingsdal comes from dalur,
meaning valley, and Dalir being this particular
region of West Iceland. The hotel is tucked in a
valley of mountains, which I have found to feel
kind and comforting and full of stories. The hotel
holds marks of its past. I grow both fond of and
frustrated by the building. It was once a boarding
9 The Documentarian

only had the time for it around midnight when my
12 hour shift had ended. I took the time to
translate it on my computer. The translation was a
bit off but it made sense to me.
The eager little ants
longing to migrate to curious and attractive places
challenge the bad weather of any sort
hungry in desire for knowledge
guided by a steerer of the ambitious
task of cementing the comradeship as well as in
search of new knowledge
renewable cravings
enriching
learning from the mind
It seemed to be the most fitting description of
a tourist visiting Iceland, the “eager little ants”
who want the most picture-perfect glacier,
waterfall, or mountain to document and take with
them back home. As I watched visitors come and
go for two months, I reflected on this idea of
being a tourist. I myself am both a visitor and of
the place.
The hotel was not a perfect destination trip. It
was an old school building from the 70’s and
there wasn’t anything specifically picturesque
aspect about the valley. Occasionally, I would
scroll through reviews online of the hotel. One
guest had complained that it was “old fashioned
and uninviting.” I found that to be the beauty of
the place – the traces and marks, left from the
past now history.
In a few months we’ll say this once was a
hotel which will leave, again, traces of a past
existence. In Iceland, almost everything is in a
book and everything has a name: old ships,
mountains, farms, houses. Too many to fit on
every map. Too many to remember. I hope the
stories at Laugar í Sælingsdal will be
remembered.

Mána Taylor Hjörleifsdóttir is a writer, researcher,
and musician based in Chicago. She is also the cofounder and editor of The Documentarian.
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Wastewater and Wasted Water

In the summer of 2018, I studied abroad in IsraelPalestine, and we divided our time between the
West Bank, where we worked on a farm, and
Israel, where we visited museums, schools, and
monuments. As we crossed back and forth
between the territories, I noticed how much more
litter there was in the streets of the West Bank
compared to the Israeli cities we visited. The dirt
road leading to the farm entrance was lined with
plastic wrappers, and there was paper caught in
plants along the roads in Beit Sahour and
Bethlehem. There was also no recycling system in
the area that our host families participated in. At
the same time, however, there was strong
awareness of water and electricity conservation.

text and photographs by Madeleine Ekeberg Schneider
issues concerning water scarcity and waste
management, but they are also in conflict with
each other, a conflict that lies fundamentally in
control over the land and thus control of the
natural resources and environment.
This context and my own observation while
visiting led me to the question: How do the
environmental management institutions
associated with water quality, water scarcity, and
waste management in Israel compare to those in
the West Bank? In particular, why do they lead to
differing environmental management practices
and outcomes? Additionally, what constrains their
ability to adopt a more efficient and cooperative
approach to management of their shared
environment? In my investigation, I have found
that Israel’s environmental management is more
developed than that of the West Bank, in terms of
infrastructure and precise legislation, but both
face enforcement challenges that result in
negative environmental and public health impacts
for each other as well as themselves. The

Massive black water jugs and
inevitably interdependent
shiny solar panels lined the
relationship between the two
roofs in Palestinian cities and
territories’ environmental
towns across the territory.
management means that neither
After witnessing the visible
can solve its own environmental
differences in waste
management problems without the
management and apparent
other doing the same in addition to
cultural differences in water
working together for the protection
use between the West Bank
of the environment and public
and Israel, I wondered how
health.
and why two territories, so
ISRAEL AND PALESTINE’S
intimately connected by
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
resources, conflict, and
COMPARED
livelihood managed their
Israel and the West Bank share the
environments so differently
same natural environment and
enough that it was visible to a
resources, but because of differing
visitor.
political and social circumstances,
The Global North, the
the two have developed different
world’s richest and most
institutional environmental
powerful countries often
management frameworks. They do,
export their environmental
however, share some approaches,
problems in the form of trash
such as delegation to local
and resource extraction to
municipalities, and some
the Global South. The
challenges, such as wide distribution
developing countries must
of management responsibilities
therefore deal with these
among government agencies.
issues imposed by the
Nonetheless, the two governments
Israel Districts Map (2020)
courtesy
Maps
Open
Source
developed countries in
are characterized by different
addition to their own
primary issues, falling into a
increased vulnerability to climate catastrophes
different primary category of environmental
given their geography, resources, and technology.
management challenges: general public and
These relationships are marked by power
resources. Israel struggles to enforce its growing
asymmetries and conflicting interests. The
environmental legislation because of a tradition
relationship between the West Bank and Israel is
of lacking governmental and public support,
an example of the relationship between the Global
although there is a growing popular support for
North and Global South. Yet both face the same
environmental practices. The West Bank primarily
environmental issues given that they occupy the
faces the resource challenge, with poor
same space – they share the same ecosystem –
infrastructure, which subsequently results in poor
making this particular situation both unique and
popular support. Both Israel and the PNA
universal. Israel and the West Bank both face
disseminate environmental responsibilities
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broadly across ministries and other governmental
agencies, and both face problems of inefficiency
due to this decentralization. Israel’s Ministry of
Environmental Protection was formed in the late
1980s, several decades following the foundation of
the government of Israel. Until this time,
environmental responsibilities had been
addressed by other ministries, such as the
Ministries of the Interior, Agriculture, and Health.
Although many of the responsibilities were shifted
to the Ministry of Environmental Protection, many
laws concerning environmental management
remain under other authorities, sometimes in
conjunction with each other or the Ministry of
Environmental Protection. The Ministry does,
however, play a significant role in implementing
waste and water management legislation, as these
areas often fall under its responsibility “for the
formulation of a nationwide, integrated, and
inclusive policy for the protection of the
environment.” Even as the Ministry of
Environmental Protection passed from minister

to minister, it has taken part in amending and
creating laws and policies concerning waste and
water management.
Both Israel and the PNA give local
municipalities a significant amount of
responsibility for waste and water management.
In Israel, the Ministry of Environmental
Protection works at the national level to develop
policies, strategies, standards, and priorities for
environmental protection, but the implementation
of these national policies is left to the districts.
The amount of power given to local authorities
varies depending on the management area. For
example, local authorities are responsible for
designing and constructing their own sewage
systems, but the regulations and standards set by
the national government still serve as guidelines.
Thus, the municipalities are given some flexibility
in their implementation of the law through duties
such as the approval and distribution of permits
and design of sewage systems, but the regulatory
power remains with the ministries. One
prominent change during the reformation of the
water sector was centralizing more of the water
management decisions. Although certain
ministries are in charge of policy, the Water
Authority became the head of water management
in the country, producing results in water
management efficiency that were previously
unattainable.
The PNA gives even greater power to its
municipalities. Because the PNA was not founded
until the 1990s, Palestinians in the West Bank
needed other systems of environmental
management, so local municipalities were the
main environmental service providers. This
system has resulted in uneven distribution of
services and environmental management
infrastructure across the territory, an issue that
continues to this day. Because of the tradition and

existing local foundation of environmental
management, however, the PNA instituted a
similar system, giving municipalities primary
control of their waste and water management and
mainly serving to provide financial support and
basic guidelines. This system thus allows for more
flexibility in the implementation of water and
waste management across the territory than Israel
allows. Both systems have drawbacks, but
considering the context of both territories, their
respective models make sense. Although the
Palestinian model has resulted in management
disparities across municipalities, their power
gives them the flexibility to respond to
circumstances that may not be affecting other
municipalities, a condition that is particularly
pertinent to the West Bank under occupation.
Since the West Bank is divided by checkpoints and
its different parts are affected differently by
settlements and decisions by the Israeli Defense
Forces in charge of the occupation, Palestinian
municipalities must be prepared to react to
changes in circumstances that may not permit the
same environmental management strategies
across the entire territory. Israel, meanwhile, does
not have internal checkpoints and is therefore a
much more cohesive and accessible territory, so
its individual districts require less flexibility in
their environmental management and are
therefore delegated responsibilities.
Israel and the West Bank face environmental
management enforcement challenges, indicated
by poor water quality, poor and dangerous waste
disposal, and underperformance on goals such as
recycling levels. The lack of enforcement on both
sides has resulted in negative consequences for
both Israel and the West Bank, emphasizing the
need for cross-border cooperation concerning
environmental issues if sustainability is ever to be
achieved. Both territories lack the resources for
proper enforcement, however. Israel lacks these
resources due to poor political support and the
opinions of the general public, and the West Bank
lacks the infrastructure and funding for proper
enforcement.
Israel has included recycling goals in its
legislation since 1993, with a progression of
increased recycling levels over the ensuing fifteen
years. The country struggled to meet the

standards, however, because the
government failed to invest adequately in
public education and recycling
encouragement. Thus, “Israel is
consistently among the lowest countries
in the OECD [Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development] when it
comes to recycling,” states the Ministry of
Environmental Protection’s head, Oded
Nezer. The current recycling system in
Israel requires separation of the waste at
the source. This system requires public
education and cooperation since they
must know how to separate their waste
and divide their materials for recycling.
Because of the increased effort on the
consumer end, in general, source
separation often results in less
participation in recycling among the
public, but it results in less contamination
and more effective recycling of the
material that does end up recycled. The
Ministry of Environmental Protection
considers the lack of public knowledge
about waste management to be the main
reason for this poor performance, which
has wider consequences; because so little
of Israel’s waste is recycled, waste usually
ends up in twelve growing landfills, which come
with their own issues. Landfills take up a large
amount of land and pollute the land and the
area’s groundwater. Israel is developing “waste-toenergy” facilities as well to address this issue and
to reach the goal of a 50% recycling rate by 2030,
but “waste-to-energy” facilities also have
detrimental environmental consequences since
they involve burning waste. This process, even
with filters, pollutes the air of both Palestinians
and Israelis, as well as contributing to greenhouse
gas emissions.
The Israeli enforcement agency, the Green
Police, exemplifies Israel’s enforcement problems.
Although the department is in charge of
investigating violations of environmental law
across the whole country, it has too few inspectors
to be effective without the support of other
departments. The budget for the entire Ministry of
Environmental Protection is about 89 million
USD, a fraction of which is given to the Green
Police to cover all expenses. These financial
constraints and the agency’s lack of manpower
are accompanied by limitations posed on the
investigators’ power. They are allowed to
interrogate, document, take samples, and issue
certain penalties, but if the violation is serious
enough to be a criminal offense, the legal
department takes charge, involving bureaucratic
processes and a much lengthier process. There
are currently few prospects of a solution to this
problem. A lack of political support among
politicians for the Ministry of Environmental
Protection ensures that the Ministry continues to
struggle with insufficient resources and
enforcement.
The West Bank also struggles with public
education concerning environmental
management, particularly concerning waste. The
Palestinians’ struggle, however, also lies in a
severe lack of resources and services. In several
cases, because of lack of waste collection services,
waste has been disposed of near water sources,
resulting in contamination of drinking water from
cess-pools or the burning of trash. Similarly to
Israel, the PNA faces a shortage of trained
manpower, and in districts like Tubas and Nables,
they lack the basic infrastructure and equipment,
such as waste collection vehicles or roads, for a

functioning and reliable environmental
management system. Waste management is
therefore particularly difficult and often
ineffective, which results in a lack of faith and
support from the public. Hence, instead of relying
on public waste management services, many
people choose other methods of disposal, such as
burning or unofficial dumping. These actions
exacerbate environmental issues such as water
scarcity. Thus, even with municipalities in charge
of their own environmental management, they are
not always capable of creating and implementing
a plan to address their own needs because they
lack the necessary resources, even when
supplemented by aid from the PNA.
Both Israel and the West Bank face difficulties
in enforcing all basic environmental management
regulations and practices in their own territories,
but evidence also suggests that they fail to enforce
the policies they consider most important, namely
hazardous waste disposal. Both Israel and the PNA
assign the most severe penalties to the violation of
proper hazardous waste disposal, yet e-waste as
well as construction and demolition debris from
Israel are regularly disposed of in the West Bank,
violating both Palestinian and Israeli law. Some
Palestinians, however, have grown to rely on the
steady supply of waste from Israel, scavenging for
valuable parts such as metals and burning the
rest. This cycle has had detrimental
environmental effects, blackening and
contaminating once-fertile soil. The fires also
contaminate the air, resulting in “black rain,”
which, in turn, falls into water sources. While this
issue has been brought to the attention of the
Environmental Quality Agency, it has insisted that
the local municipalities take over the
decontamination process, despite their lack of
resources. The Environmental Quality Agency has
little power to actually stop the dumping of ewaste and other hazardous waste in the West Bank
since it does not have control over its own
borders. This situation ultimately renders the law
against the importation of hazardous waste
ornamental and the threat of imprisonment and
fines ineffective. This issue brings to light the
challenge at the base of the PNA’s environmental
management system: the occupation. The way in
which the occupation has progressed ultimately
hurts both the Palestinians and Israelis when it
comes to environmental management since they
share the same natural resources: the same air,
water, and soil.

This article is an excerpt from Wastewater and
Wasted Water: A Comparison Environmental
Management Institutions in Israel and the West
Bank by Madeleine Ekeberg Schneider
Madeleine is a Norwegian-American recent
graduate of the University of Michigan where she
studied international security norms and
cooperation and comparative literature. She is
currently working in CPS English Learner
classrooms as an AmeriCorps Member for City Year
Chicago.
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Shame

By Freddy Detchou

I’m ashamed of my frame, wish I was more than my shade.

I walk your streets alone at night - your eyes widen, you shake.

You cross to the other side, I remind you of danger —

Is it cause of my skin, or do you fear all strangers?

(A little doubt)

Freddy Detchou, also known as SUPER
FREDDY, is a Canadian artist of Cameroonian
origin who is currently based in Montreal.
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A Print in the Snow: on the November proposition to reintroduce
wolves to Colorado
By Morgan Bielawski

W

Wolves and people share a peculiar likeness in
size, temperament, and priorities. We both prize
“family values,” the family unit as the central
structure, we raise our young instead of letting
them fend for themselves, and we structure the
family unit by a hierarchy of power — parents and
children, verses mated pair, secondary wolves,
and children. For the most part we are about the
same length, between five and six feet (snout to
the tip of the tail, in their case). They are, on
average, lighter than we are in weight (despite the
imagination that they are huge). A wolf-tracker
once pointed out to me that a wolf print in the
snow is the same size as a human palm.
We are at a junction where our perception of
wolves matters: the Colorado Gray Wolf
Reintroduction Initiative aims to release wolves in
rural Colorado by 2023, and it will be up for vote
in Colorado this November.
Our fear of wolves is very old. We have had
our eye on them forever; words for “wolf” exist in
Old English, Old Church Slavonic, Hebrew, and
countless indigenous languages among many
others. They appear in folktales and stories, often
inhabiting more human traits than wolf ones, as
tricksters, stealers, and nighttime dwellers.
One Russian folktale depicts a fearful sort of
wolf. In it, two parents and an infant ride in a
horse-drawn sleigh through a snowy forest. A pack
of wolves starts to chase them and the sleigh is
not light enough to outrun them. The parents
were so frightened that they decided to throw their
child out of the sleigh, thinking the wolves would
stop to devour it. They threw the child, but the
wolves kept attacking. Later, when the villagers
came out to check on them, they found the baby
perfectly unharmed, wrapped in a blanket. And
they found the parents, killed and eaten. The
wolves perform their moral janitorial service, and
appear in the story like the great cavernous
Hellmouths of medieval art. The fantasized
hunting pattern in the story shows that our main
fear is that they will come for us. Wolves hunt
bison in packs but they rarely hunt sleds, even
with horses, because there is little real reason to.
Wolves hunt by isolating one animal and then all
attacking that one animal; two horses, and four
people tightly packed together are not a viable
target for their hunting tactic by any means.
I am tempted to say that our likeness to wolves
leads to our fear and our hatred of them. We turn
away in disgust at our own cruelty and our own
tendencies for self-preservation. Our own species
is far more vicious than wolves are, and yet we
call a malevolent person “a wolf.” Lazar M.
Kaganovich, Stalin’s “apparatus of fear,” for
example, was called “the wolf of the Kremlin.” Yet
the wolf uses its instincts to kill a hare.
Kaganovich was an organized killer. We animalize
him to distance ourselves from his nature, yet the
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animal is much more civilized.
When you imagine wild wolves in Colorado,
do you imagine a granny alone in the birch woods
being stalked by a wolf? Or perhaps an
experienced forester trapped and attacked by a
pack of them? Immediately our fear pipes up: how
could we possibly coexist — they will kill us!
However, that fantasy has little to do with our
actual relationship with wild wolves. Wolves are
frightened of people and rarely aggressive
towards them. Since 1900, there has been only a
single human fatality by a wild wolf. More people
have been killed by cows than by wolves. No one
in Yellowstone National Park has been mauled by
a wolf since their reintroduction to the park in
1996, despite the approximately four million
annual visitors there.
It requires a strangely ambitious creature to
consider itself the natural top of the food chain
when it has such small teeth, no claws, and no
notable innate weapon to speak of except for its
brain. Despite our natural similarities, when we
compare ourselves to wolves (their teeth, their
speed, their hunting strategy) we feel weak and
frightened, a fear latched on to and aggrandized
by media. But, when we fear for ourselves, our
fears are essentially baseless. Wolves show no real
pattern of violence towards people. And, just like
we cohabitate with bears in major parks and
forests, we can learn to cohabitate with wolves.

The ranchers that fear for their sheep have a
valid concern. It is unclear what the
reintroduction of wolves would mean for them
and their stock. We have no real example to draw
from for this, since we haven’t had a healthy
population of wolves in ranchland since the
1800s. However, there is no particular evidence
that the fear of losing droves of sheep has any
demonstrated basis. Also, it is important to
remember that wolves do not hunt like people do
— wolves prefer the lame, wounded, sick, aging,
and young animals, where people prize the
healthiest and strongest specimens. Most
importantly to those who fear the loss of livestock,
the Colorado Parks and Wildlife Commission will
manage and distribute state funds as
compensation for animals lost to gray wolves —
the state will pay for animal losses.
One thing is certain, the ecological impact of
wild wolves is immense, as demonstrated at
Yellowstone National Park. Forty-one wolves were
carefully reintroduced to the park between 1996
and 1997 by a team of specialists. When they were
released, they set to work on culling the
overpopulated deer herds across the park, which
were overeating the saplings and grasses, leading
to a gap generation in the trees, the total loss of
some species of plants from the park, and the
widening of rivers due to the erosion of the banks.
Wider rivers are hotter in temperature, which
effected the spawning of fish. So, with fewer deer

and less erosion, deeper and cooler rivers saw the
return of fish populations, as well as beavers, and
other rightful creatures. The park entered an
ecological renaissance.
The implication of free wolves in the United
States is a change of psyche, a change of numen,
a shy admittance that the human race is not the
only tenant of Earth. Wolves are made to do their
job; as the reintroduction of wolves into
Yellowstone proved, their presence in an
ecosystem strengthens and even heals that system
enormously. Apex predators are crucial for the
maintenance of species and habitats and we are
ill fit to do their job for them. Amidst the growing
pains of a culture that cannot go back to
“normal,” wild wolves may be a real ticket for a
change of order.

Morgan Bielawski is a writer and musician from
Northern California.

Courtesy of Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife
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Ingenmannsland

Schoolhouse

sound, text, and photographs by Frank Ekeberg
This sound clip is an excerpt from the sound
installation work "Ingenmannsland" (No Man's
Land), first exhibited at the Museum Angewandte
Kunst in Frankfurt, Germany in 2019. The
installation is designed as a fully immersive, multichannel sound environment that gradually
transforms over the course of a full day. The work
highlights issues of deforestation, resource
extraction, habitat loss, species extinction, and
natural vs. artificial life. The sound material is based
on field recordings of the Norwegian primeval forest
that since ancient times has served as a symbol of
stability and wealth of resources and contributed to
the Norwegian self-image of having a unique
closeness to nature. The recordings are processed in
real-time to reflect a contemporary reality of
fragmentation and rapid change.
Focus is in particular on the rain forest that
once covered much of the west coast of Norway.
Only scattered remains exist of the rain forest today,
and it is now on the red-list of endangered habitat
types. 80 percent of the coastal rain forest has been
lost only in the past 100 years, and it is predicted to
disappear completely within the next five decades.
Despite numerous warnings of species decline, loss
of biodiversity and the importance of trees for
carbon capture and storage, only 4 percent of
Norwegian forests are currently protected. The loss
of species and habitat is reflected in the installation
by 80 percent of the sounds of birds and insects
gradually disappearing as the day of the exhibition
progresses. When this decline reaches a tipping
point, artificial, drone-like sounds start to appear
and replace the sounds of almost all the natural
pollinators. The title refers both to the original
definition – no man's land as uninhabited land
where nature reigns – and the more recent
understanding as an area of conflict.

sound, text and photograph by Telo Hoy

“Schoolhouse” is a 2-channel sound composition
comprised of sonic and musical field recordings.
Beginning with a recording of me playing an old
harmonium in a schoolhouse in Iceland, field
recordings weave in and out, layering into a musical
topography of both defined and undefined urban
sounds. I experimented with the use of field
recordings, both as environmental and musical
elements. The idea of a “field recording” being of the
lived world, instead of being from the perfected
recording studio, is one that I am pondering
throughout this piece. My intention was to begin with
a familiar musical element, and continue by adding
textures to create a sonic palette in which the
musical and non-musical are indiscernible.
A recording of “Schoolhouse” can be found at:
https://documentarianmag.com/sonic/

A recording of “Ingenmannsland” can be found at
https://documentarianmag.com/sonic/
Frank Ekeberg is a transdisciplinary artist,
music composer and researcher working in the
intersection of art, science and technology. His
work explores issues of ecology, time, spatiality
and transformation, with a particular focus on
nature spaces, biodiversity and extinction. He is
currently based in Norway.

Telo Hoy is a composer/percussionist and
photographer based in Chicago. He is also
the co-founder and an editor of The
Documentarian.
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